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SPECIAL MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED DURING THE JOURNEY BETWEEN THE
CITIES OF LIMA, PERU, AND SÃO PAULO, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

Today I will start by giving you a novena to begin a new cycle, not only between My Chaste Heart
and humanity, but so that each being may find within themselves the way to be renewed, take steps
and embrace the cycles that come with joy, with a free heart and in peace.

Each day will represent an impulse lived by me, through humility, perseverance and persistence, to
transcend the human condition and embrace the new spiritual cycles that present themselves.

May these impulses reach your hearts and strengthen them, through the Grace of prayer and unity
with My Chaste and simple Heart.

On the first day, you will meditate upon My Childhood, as a poor and simple child, before the
Mystery of God, He who was calling Me to take steps that seemed impossible due to My smallness
and childishness. Embraced by the spirit of faith, I responded to the call of God and, even
while being so small, I allowed Him to make Me great.

When you are facing challenges that seem impossible for you to overcome, pray to God in My
Name.

Lord,
as you did to the Most Chaste Saint Joseph,
concede us the Grace of Faith to live Your Will,
even if to us it seems unreachable and sometimes impossible.
Transform our smallness in the Grace of Your Greatness;
our weakness into Your Strength.
Amen.

You may pray for 14, 33 or 72 times, according to how you feel the need of your souls.

With My Blessing in your lives, receive from God the Grace to go forward, fulfilling His Will and
manifesting His Purpose of Love.

Your Father and Companion,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


